
PRO 9 FOR BUSINESS
INTERACTIVE TOUCHSCREENS



AVAILABLE SIZES
65“, 75“, 86“
4K UHD Resolution
Android 8.0 Operating System
4 x USB 3.0 ports + 1 USB-C port Integrated 
speakers ( 2 x 12 W ) Automatic brightness 
adjustment
4 GB RAM / 32 GB ROM 
3 x HDMI 2.0 inputs
Design ultra fin

HIGH RESOLUTION
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
TOUCH-DISPLAYS
RESOLUTION 4K UHD
UP TO 20 INFRARED
TOUCH POINTS
DLED 4K UHD display (3840 x 2160 p)
Integrated Android 9.0 operating system
20-point infrared multi-touch screen
Simultaneous two-color writing
Wireless interaction
Screen sharing with touch feedback
USB 3.0 ports
Optional PC Module

TOUCH-SENSITIVE 
WHITEBOARD
Write in 2 different colors  
at the same time
Write, draw and add notes using  
a stylus, or even your own hand
4K annotations on all data sources 
Create pages (flipchart)
Import/Export documents 
Share content via QR Code or email
Integrated web browser
Tools for teaching

STYLUS PENS
Pencils with either fine or thick tips 
help you create simple and precise 
graphics or record notes.

PC-MODUL (optional) 
Integrate the versatility of Windows: Optionally, a 
PC module can be used for interactive IJKOA screen 
can be added.

Intel i5 / i7 - 11th Gen Core, Windows (10 PRO / 11)  
8 GB DDR4 RAM (16 / 32 GB optional), 256 GB M.2 
SSD hard drive, 4x USB 3.0 ports / USB 3.1 Gen 2 
Type-C / HDMI Intel Iris Xe Graphics Card 

4K



SCREEN-SHARING
Up to 9 devices can be shared 
simultaneously on the IJKOA screen via 
wireless connection.

Wireless connection via specific apps: 
Bytello-Share, Airplay, Miracast, or 
Chromecast  
(depending on the OS) 
Desktop sync:  
Touch feedback and touchback control 
(from interactive screen to connected 
device and vice versa) 
Share files between connected devices
Camera display, “Multi-Window”, and 
much more... 

VIDEOCONFERENCES
The interactive IJKOA screens improve the conditions for mobile 
work, as they enable a comfortable and efficient exchange between all 
employees. The screens are compatible with many software solutions 
for video conferencing. Our portfolio also offers optimally matched 
accessories such as speakerphone or 4K camera with integrated 
microphone.

IMAGING CREAMS
WIRELESS INTERACTION 
BETWEEN DEVICES
Transfer of the active display to the connected devices, 
simultaneous networking of several devices is possible
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ABOUT... 
IJKOA’s interactive touchscreen provides collaborative solutions for companies, educational 
institutions and groups. Our technologies embody the flexibility that every company needs to 
achieve its goals. With a 360° service offer, we support you with technical support in all phases 
of purchase, installation, training and after-sales. For more than 20 years we have been 
involved in the distribution of technologies. Our network now extends from Asia and Oceania to 
Great Britain and the EU to South America. Our focus on the development and production of
The company specialising in interactive displays guarantees an exceptional level of quality 
– both in the product and in the developed software and accessories. With state-of-the-art 
technology and a production volume sufficient for the entire global market, the plant also 
operates a research and development center, an SGS**-certified EMC* laboratory and a 
manufacturing testing and control center. Our products provide companies and educational 
institutions with powerful tools to develop and support learning.

Treat yourself to tomorrow’s ideas today.
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MOBILE FEET/STANDS
Different models to suit your needs:

Adjustable height
Manual or electric height adjustment

IJKOA offers a family of mobile mounts 
that facilitate the use and movement 
of large interactive monitors in offices, 
classrooms, conference rooms and 
lecture halls.

A variety of models offer individual 
solutions for every situation – if 
necessary, just ask one of our sales 
representatives.
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